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CMS SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS
CMS Systems Solutions (CMS) was founded in 2001 to
provide a wide range of professional services and solutions
to clients worldwide. These include business and
accounting software selection and implementation, report
design, training and project management.
Since 2004 CMS is the exclusive authorised distributor of
CaseWare International Inc. Cyprus and Greece.
Through the current range of CaseWare solutions, CMS is
the leader in the provision of solutions for the preparation
of financial statements, audit automation and tax returns
preparation in Cyprus.
CMS currently provides solutions and support to over 550
companies, mainly Audit & Accounting firms, with more
than 4000 users.
CMS’s clients comprise the big 4 accounting firms and
nearly all large and medium sized accounting and auditing
firms in Cyprus as well as a large number of smaller firms.
Additionally CMS has a numerous corporate clients
including a number of listed companies.
CMS
currently
employs
10
consultants
including 4 qualified accountants (ACA and
ACCA) with many years of experience.
Our team of consultants and developers
provide a high quality solution with client
satisfaction our primary objective.

CASEWARE INTERNATIONAL INC.
CaseWare International Inc. is recognised
around the world as one of the premier
developers of audit assurance and financial
reporting tools by accountants and auditors in
practices large and small, in corporations and
government. CaseWare helps professionals in
over 60 countries perform their engagements
more easily and efficiently.
Founded in Toronto in 1988, CaseWare is the dominant
provider of mission-critical accounting and auditing
software used globally by accounting firms and a leading
provider of auditing software to governments, tax
authorities and corporations.
CaseWare International Inc. is a leading supplier of
software solutions to accountants and auditors worldwide.
CaseWare products are used by customers to prepare,
review and audit financial statements, manage client
engagements, conduct detailed audit and fraud detection
tests, track time and billings and support overall practice
management.

OUR PRODUCTS
CASEWARE WORKING PAPERS
CaseWare Working Papers is a highly flexible
engagement software that provides you with
everything you would expect from an assurance
and reporting tool plus much, much more!
Using Working Papers' real time updates, full
annotation capabilities, task management and
powerful version control at the document, cell
and account level, electronic review has never been easier.
From the financial statement, you can drilldown through
the supporting schedules and documents all the way to the
detailed data. You can plan, perform and review your
entire engagement on screen, completely eliminating
paper.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS TEMPLATE
Financial Statements Template is a very adaptable
Working Papers component offering everything
expected from an accounts preparation package.
Using this template you can prepare financial
statements in accordance with IFRS and the Cyprus
Companies Law both in Greek and in English. Options
are available for companies, partnerships and sole
traders. The Cash Flow statement and the Company
Income Declaration (IR4) are prepared effortlessly
within the Template. Standardized Minutes of the
Shareholders Annual General Meeting are also available for
small companies. Financial Statements can be exported to
various formats for use by other software, including
Microsoft Word and PDF.
The template can also be customised very easily to satisfy
the reporting requirements of any organisation.

CASEWARE AUDIT INTERNATIONAL TEMPLATE
CaseWare Audit International template is a
powerful and efficient "out-of-the-box" solution
for performing assurance, analysis and reporting
engagements in a “paperless” environment.
Audit is adaptable for any sized firm - large or
small. Equipped with the flexibility to use built-in
content or add your own, Audit can address all
your requirements.

CASEWARE TAX FORMS
CaseWare Tax Forms is a template that
offers a unique way to manage the
completion of your clients' Tax Returns.
The process of completing and submitting Inland Revenue
forms is simplified by the use of a number of special
features.
Tax return can be completed and validated in Greek or
English. Special Ministry Finance approval means that
completed returns can be printed and submitted manually
to the Inland Revenue. Alternatively completed returns can
be exported in batch to XML files and submitted
electronically via the TAXISnet system.

CASEWARE SMARTSYNC
Sure, there are many solutions that allow
accountants to collaborate on their work, but
none as smart or sophisticated as CaseWare
SmartSync.
Combined
with
CaseWare
Working Papers, this revolutionary tool
provides unprecedented gains in productivity and
efficiency, while also eliminating geographic boundaries.
No matter where team members are, SmartSync keeps
everyone's work in perfect harmony and in sync.

CASEWARE CONNECTOR
Connector is a quick and easy way to link Working Papers
information into documents generated by Word or Excel.
In addition to integrating data with any part of CaseWare
Working Papers’ database, including all amounts and
properties of accounts, you can add full annotation
including referencing and tick-marks and drill down to
supporting documents.

CASEWARE CLOUD
CaseWare Cloud is a secure web-based collaboration
environment that greatly improves the way your staff
work together and with clients.
With hassle-free updates, any-device access and new ways
of tracking your engagements, CaseWare Cloud elevates
your collaboration efforts to a whole new sphere.
Built-in to CaseWare Cloud, CaseWare Collaborate is a set
of web-based applications that offer an impressive amount
of engagement collaboration tools in one centralized
solution, including enterprise social networking, full client
portal, document management, engagement tracking and
central management of staff and clients.

CASEWARE TIME
CaseWare Time performs the complex functions an
accounting practice requires in a simple, easy-to-use
manner that doesn't require a financial background. Time
can handle any practice-management challenge in
practices both small and large.
CaseWare Time gives you everything you need to manage
your accounting practice, in one package. With Time, you
get time and billing, accounts receivable, and practice
management all in real time. So there's no waiting for
someone else to close a file before you get to work. This
real-time technology lets you know instantly the status of
your practice. When you enter your time, all relevant
amounts for each report and client letter are updated
immediately and automatically.
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